Molecular modeling of four stereoisomers of the major B[a]PDE adduct (at N(2)-dG) in five cases where the structure is known from NMR studies: molecular modeling is consistent with NMR results.
The potent mutagen/carcinogen benzo[a]pyrene (B[a]P) is metabolically activated to (+)-anti-B[a]PDE, which is known to induce a variety of mutations (e.g., GC --> TA, GC --> AT, etc.). One hypothesis for this complexity is that different mutations are induced by different conformations of its major adduct [+ta]-B[a]P-N(2)-dG when bypassed during DNA replication (perhaps by different DNA polymerases). Our previous molecular modeling studies have suggested that conformational complexity might be extensive in that B[a]P-N(2)-dG adducts appeared capable of adopting at least sixteen potential conformational classes in ds-DNA [e.g., Kozack and Loechler (1999) Carcinogenesis 21, 1953], although only eight seemed likely to be relevant to base substitution mutagenesis. Such molecular modeling studies are only likely to be valuable for the interpretation of mutagenesis results if global minimum energy conformations for adducts are found and if the differences in the energies of these different conformations can be computed reasonably accurately. One approach to assessing the reliability of our molecular modeling techniques is considered herein. Using a five-step molecular modeling protocol, which importantly included a molecular dynamics version of simulated annealing, eight conformations are studied in each of five cases. (The five cases are listed below, and were chosen because in each case the preferred solution conformation is known from a NMR study.) Of the eight conformations studied, the one computed to be lowest in energy is the same conformation as the one observed by NMR in four of the five cases: 5'-CGC sequence with [+ta]-, [-ta]-, and [+ca]-B[a]P-N(2)-dG, and 5'-TGC sequence with [+ta]-B[a]P-N(2)-dG. In the fifth case (5'-CGC sequence with [-ca]-B[a]P-N(2)-dG), the known NMR conformation is computed to be second lowest in energy, but it is within approximately 1.7 kcal of the computed lowest energy conformation. These results suggest that molecular modeling is surprisingly accurate in computing lowest energy conformations and that it should be useful in assessing the relative energies of different conformations. This is especially important given that currently molecular modeling is the only means available to study the energetics of minor conformations of DNA adducts.